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% EFP cal
%
% Takes data from calibration sampling script and
% makes 2nd order linear fit of EFP counts and temp.
% Also plots residuals
%
% Version 1.0.1 By Anthony Oreo
clc
close all
sampNum = 14; % Number of samples in each temp range for EFP and FPP
instNum = 4;
% Number of instruments (2 FPPs and EFP)
Point = [1 3 2 2];
tempCounts = {rawHeader(:,4),rawHeaderEFP1(:,4),rawHeaderEFP2(:,4)}; %
Take temp counts
%average counts for each temperature step
for ct = 1:instNum
starter = 1;
if Point(ct) ==2
l=length(tempCounts{ct-1})/sampNum;
for i = 1:l
tempCountAverage(starter:starter+sampNum-1,Point(ct)) =
ceil(mean(tempCounts{ct-1}(starter:i*sampNum)));
starter = i*sampNum+1;
end %for
else
l=length(tempCounts{1})/sampNum;
for i = 1:l
tempCountAverage(starter:starter+sampNum-1,Point(ct)) =
ceil(mean(tempCounts{1}(starter:i*sampNum)));
starter = i*sampNum+1;
end %for
end
end %for
%gather data from all instruments
countsFPPcal
= [aveCounts(:,:,1); aveCounts(:,:,2);
aveCounts(:,:,3); aveCounts(:,:,4); aveCounts(:,:,5)];
countsEFP1cal = [aveCountsEFP1(:,:,1); aveCountsEFP1(:,:,2);
aveCountsEFP1(:,:,3); aveCountsEFP1(:,:,4); aveCountsEFP1(:,:,5)];
countsEFP2cal = [aveCountsEFP2(:,:,1); aveCountsEFP2(:,:,2);
aveCountsEFP2(:,:,3); aveCountsEFP2(:,:,4); aveCountsEFP2(:,:,5)];
countsCal = {countsFPPcal, countsEFP1cal, countsEFP2cal};
dmmVolts = {dmm_data, dmm_dataEFP1, dmm_dataEFP2};
COEFF = zeros(5,instNum);
for ct = 1:instNum
j = Point(ct);
if j ==2
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countsData = countsCal{ct-1};
STEP = reshape(dmmVolts{ct-1},[],1);
TEMP1 = tempCountAverage(:,ct-1);
else
countsData = countsCal{1};
STEP = reshape(dmmVolts{1},[],1);
TEMP1 = tempCountAverage(:,1);
end %if
IPCM = countsData(:,j)/2^23;
IPCM_2 = IPCM.^2;
TEMP1_2 = TEMP1.^2;
B = STEP(:);
A = [ones(numel(B),1) IPCM(:) IPCM_2(:) TEMP1(:) TEMP1_2(:)];
COEFF(:,ct) = A\B;
end

V_fit = zeros([size(dmm_data) instNum]);
linespecR = {'-r','-g','-b','-m','-k','*r','*g','*b','*m','*k'};

for ct1 = 1:instNum
j = Point(ct1);
if j==2
ind = ct1-1;
countsData = countsCal{ct-1};
tempCount = tempCountAverage(:,ct-1);
t = ['EFP ',num2str(ct1-2)];
else
ind = 1;
countsData = countsCal{1};
tempCount = tempCountAverage(:,1);
t=['FPP ',num2str(ct1)];
end %if
A = [COEFF(1,ct1)'.*ones(length(countsData),1) ...
COEFF(2,ct1)'.*countsData(:,j)/2^23' ...
COEFF(3,ct1)'.*((countsData(:,j)/2^23)').^2' ...
COEFF(4,ct1)'.*tempCount ...
COEFF(5,ct1)'.*(tempCount .^2)];
V_fit(:,:,ct1) = reshape(sum(A,2),size(dmm_data));
figure; hold on;
plot(1e3*(dmmVolts{ind}(:,1)-V_fit(:,1,ct1)),linespecR{1});
plot(1e3*(dmmVolts{ind}(:,2)-V_fit(:,2,ct1)),linespecR{2});
plot(1e3*(dmmVolts{ind}(:,3)-V_fit(:,3,ct1)),linespecR{3});
plot(1e3*(dmmVolts{ind}(:,4)-V_fit(:,4,ct1)),linespecR{4});
plot(1e3*(dmmVolts{ind}(:,5)-V_fit(:,5,ct1)),linespecR{5});
residMean(:,ct1) = mean(abs(dmmVolts{ind}-V_fit(:,:,ct1)));
legend('20^{\circ}C','30^{\circ}C','40^{\circ}C','50^{\circ}C','60^{\circ}C')
xlabel('Step'); ylabel('mV Deviation'); title(t);
hold off;
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end
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